GENERAL RULES 1ST WORLD DOMINICAN
BACHATA SOCIAL COMPETION

-

-

The objective of the competition is to elect the best traditional bachata social couple
dancers. Is not only about dancing or technical, but about passion and sharing mostly.
You can subscribe until January 12th 00:00. Last subscriptions will be taken during Friday’s
party.
To subscribe, you need to:
1. Fill out and send by e-mail the document signed Page 4
2. Buy your competition pass on : https://www.weezevent.com/dominican-swagfestival
World Dominican Bachata Social Competition is a worldwide competition. The respect of
rules bellow is an obligation.
Same Rules will applicate in each city, country that the competition will take place.
The competition is open to every person over 18 years old.

- The Competition is a favor of Traditional Dominican Bachata.
- It is a social dance competition: no tricks, no lifts will be permitted. If in one moment of the passage,
foot of one of the participant leave the floor at the same time, the couple will be disqualified
immediately.
- The Competition is a 2 minutes social improvisation on a random traditional bachata music.
- The subscription to the competition is made by couple, and you will only dance with your partner.
- The preselection is done by professional instructors that will be judging the competition.
- All the competition is not necessarily judged by same instructors. Phase 1 jury can be different from
phase 2 jury.
- In case of equality between two couples during the final phase, the two couples will have the same
ranking and the next one will have next rank. Example: two couples at the 2nd place, the next couple
will have the 4st place.
- The jury will determinate the couple winner of the competition.
- Participants have to accept all jury decisions. In case of injury or any unsuitable gesture to jury, public,
partner, participants or anybody from the event and the competition, the couple will immediately be
disqualified.
- Passage order and music will be random chosen by the event coordinator and the competition DJ.
- If a couple selected for finale phase decide to give up, the jury will chose which couple will replace
them for the finale.
- By subscribing, the participant give authorization to Bachata French Kiss company to use all photos,
videos and any media for promotion of the competition and the event in all social network or in
Bachata French Kiss website. All those supports (photos, videos, articles…) will be an exclusive
property of Bachata French Kiss.

Preselection: Phase 1
Each couple will dance one by one, in front of a jury made by international instructors of Dominican
Bachata for 2min a social improvisation on a random traditional bachata.
6 Couples will be chosen by the jury to participate to the Final.

Finale: Phase 2
As phase 1, each couple will dance one by one, in front of a jury made by international instructors of
Dominican Bachata for 2min a social improvisation on a random traditional bachata.

- The jury decide how they distributes points to each couples. The punctuation will take in count
connection, technical and execution, originality, musicality, rhythm and couple interaction.
- During the finale phase, the interaction from and with the public will be taken in count for notation.
- Every member of jury will have the same notation sheet.
- Each point mention above will count for the same coefficient in the notation.
- Competitors will not be able to see their notation.
- Tricks and Lifts will disqualified the couple immediately, it is about social dancing, no performance.
- Competitors dress will not influence the notation.  COME AS YOU ARE, DANCE HOW YOU FEEL IT.

- Participants declare have read, understood and accepted all rules mentioned above. Participant take
an important place in the competition image and marketing. Any damage to our image would expose
participant to sanctions for damage to our brand. This is valid from subscription to finale phase and
after the competition also, even if the couple have not been selected to the finale.
- By subscribing, all participants declare have read, understood and accepted all competitions rule.

- Chosen couples from preselection is automatically authorized to participate to final, without have
to pay any fee or subscription fee.
- Finale Winners will be rewarded by :
1. A TRAVEL TO DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
2. A cup of World Dominican Bachata Social Competition
3. A free Subscription for 2019 Edition
4. Winners will be the image of the Competition for one year and will represent Dominican Swag.

- Those rules can integrally change or be modified until one day before the starting of the
competition.
- For contestation or litigation about interpretation or execution of this general rules, the
competent jurisdiction will be: Tribunal de Troyes.

This sheet have to be sent sign by e-mail to: bachatafrenchkiss@gmail.com
Object of the mail: DSF-Competition-Subscription-YourName

WORLD DOMINICAN BACHATA SOCIAL
COMPETITION SUBSCRIPTION SHEET

This sheet allows you to participate to the first phase of the competition that will take place in Amsterdam,
during Dominican Swag Festival, from January 12 to 14th of 2018 organized by Bachata French Kiss. By sending
this subscription sheet you accept the full general rules.
Your subscription will only be validated after reception of your payment and this sheet. YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
WILL NOT BE VALID UNTIL WE DON’T RECEIVE BOTH.
You can buy your competition pass online at: https://www.weezevent.com/dominican-swag-festival
You have to subscribe by couple to the competition. Passage order during the competition will be randomly
determinate.
Good luck to everyone,
Bachata French Kiss Team.
Www .bachatafrenchkiss.com

NAME and first name for each member of the Couple:
NAME

First Name

Lead
Follow

Nickname or Artist Names for the Couple:
Contact informations:
Name:

First Name:

Phone number:
Mail:
Adress:

Date and Signature of the Couple
Preceded of the mention “read and agreed”:

